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The successful transition to a green economy is crucial for Latin America and the Caribbean to mitigate climate change and better hedge

against increased climate risks. This process will require substantial annual investments of between USD 40-50 billion in the region through

2030. Green bonds emerged as an impactful instrument to finance climate change-relevant investments. As the green bond market expands,

investors are demanding greater transparency and comparability in evaluating such instruments and requesting responses to questions such

as: Who are the issuers of green bonds? What type of projects are being financed? What is the overall impact of an investment?

Making it easy to find the data in one place, in an organized comparable and reliable manner, was a necessity. Harmonization and

consistency in reporting is also an important factor in the green bond market. The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) developed in 2021

the Green Bond Transparency Platform (GBTP): an innovative digital tool that supports the harmonization and standardization of green bond

reporting efforts in Latin America and the Caribbean to promote green investments by facilitating green bond issuance.

WHO WE ARE

The GBTP is a free and public tool developed by the Inter-American Development Bank to help bring more transparency and comparability in 

green bond reporting in Latin America and the Caribbean to increase investors' confidence and attract long-term capital to the region. 

WHAT WE DO:

The GBTP provides granular, comparable, and easy to access data on the use of proceeds and environmental impact of the green bonds, 

uploaded by the issuers, reviewed by independent verifiers and aligned with international standards.

WHY WE DO IT:

The GBTP aims to provide a benchmark to best practice disclosure and support to all market actors. It facilitates the baseline statistics to 

support investors and regulatory decisions and builds capacity among issuers and investors.

GBTP Achievements
• In its first year, it has been utilized 50,000, covering ~80% of the region´s market (USD 26.6 billion) by May 2022

• ~ 200 KPI´s aligned to international standards and adjusted to issuer´s demands

• ~ 25.9 million tCO2 avoided or reduced (by May 2022)

• More than 80 regional issuers have voluntarily joined the Platform

• More than 320 issuers' personnel trained

• Continuous updating process adding issuers and external reviewers, and features based on market feedback

• Public database easy to download including green and sustainable bonds with use of proceeds and impact metrics

• Open accessible system design allowing replicability in other regions and type of bonds

About the GBTP

Did you know? The GBTP was awarded “Initiative of the year - Green Bond 2022” by

Environmental Finance. Commended by the judges for promoting comparability in impact reporting

from multiple issuers and praised it for a focus on emerging markets countries.



Users Support Team (UST): The support team is responsible for following up the publications, offering all the necessary support from the

use of the platform, to helping to verify the consistency of the data informed in the spreadsheets. The support team can serve users

throughout Latin America, with native employees who are fluent in Portuguese, Spanish, and English. Sessions to solve doubts and follow-up

on publications can be scheduled at no cost to the user. The GBTP offers a great tool for users (investors, asset owners etc) an opportunity

to engage with the issuer by providing the user support team with their questions

IDB Team: Above the support team, the IDB offers close and accessible support. This team is responsible for the overall platform vision,

coordinating all technical, programming, communications and operations teams. The IDB team responsible for the platform can also be

reached through the support channels.

Communications: The platform has a dedicated communications team, which organizes the publications related to the platform's work and

guides users on how and what to publish with reference to the platform. The team is responsible for preparing our monthly newsletter, which

consolidates the main milestones and actions of the platform.

Operations LAC: The LAC operations team has bases in Brazil, Colombia, and Argentina, and is responsible for servicing all countries in

Latin America and the Caribbean.

Issuers: The issuer is the organization that issues the debt security. It has free access to the platform and is encouraged to publish all the

information that is already publicly available. The issuer can also request external review through the platform. All green bond issuers in Latin

America are encouraged to minimally publish the mandatory information, which requires only a few minutes of dedication. In addition to the

mandatory information, there is space on the platform for them to publish their projects, KPIs, allocations, frameworks, among other

documents that will be of interest to investors and users in general of the platform.

External Reviewer: External reviewers can also participate in the platform for free. They receive the request from the issuers to confirm the

published data and can do this through the platform. All external reviewers in the market are encouraged to register on the platform and keep

an eye out for new issues that have been published. The external reviewer provides verification for pre- and post-issuance SPOs, ratings,

allocation proceeds and impact metrics verification, as well as certifications.

Investor: The GBTP can provide a one-stop platform for investors with more comparable data of existing issues, which was previously

unstructured, not standardized and scattered across various platforms and institutions with heterogeneous reporting. Investors do not need to

log in to consult the securities or build their portfolio on the platform, access to information is simple and free for everyone. The virtual

portfolio is stored on the client side only, does not preserve or communicate it to the server and bonds are selected directly in the platform, no

external file is imported.

Supporters: The supporters are the organizations that promote the dissemination of the platform and encourage its use. There is no cost to

be a supporter, there is only the commitment to be available in case of need for consultation for improvement of the environment, as well as

help in disseminating the work of the platform to their customers. To learn more about how to become a supporter, please contact our team.

Players of the GBTP

Did you know? The GBTP already covers almost 90% of the green bonds in Latin America and

the quality and reliability of the available data was cited as a highlight by the judges at the

Environmental Finance awards.



Access the platform via www.greenbondtransparency.com (you can use the QR Code on the side) and read the terms and

conditions to the end to accept. When accessing the home screen, a dashboard with the consolidation of the information present

in the GBTP is displayed. As uploads are made by the issuers, the dashboard is updated automatically.

The dashboard shows the Latin America view, highlighted on the navigable map to the right.

00. Home screen and 

dashboard

00
Identifying the components of the 

front page

Action required: browsing

Getting to know the platform

Number of countries 

where projects are 

financed by the bonds

Aggregated 

disbursements to all 

projects financed by the 

bonds

The average time of the 

bonds in the platform to 

mature in years

Aggregated impact 

metric of all projects 

financed by the bonds

Total number of bonds 

published on the 

platform, with basic or 

complete data

Total USD volume 

issued in green and 

sustainability 

bonds published on the 

platform

Dynamic map with 

aggregate data at the 

country-level. Click on 

the various countries to 

drill down on one 

specifically



By clicking or moving the mouse on hover of the category, the number of project-by-project category and the volume in USD directed to this

type of projects will be displayed. The chart is also updated automatically as new data is entered into the platform by issuers.

00. Home screen and 

dashboard

00
Identifying the components of the 

front page
Getting to know the platform

The chart shows the 

distribution of the 

disbursements amount 

to different project 

categories using 

different taxonomies, 

measuring by total 

volume and number of 

projects financed 

available in the platform

Action required: browsing

Buttons to display the project categories financed 

based on the different existing standards:

GBP: Green Bond Principles of ICMA

CBI: Climate Bond Standards

EU GBS: European Union Green Bond Standards

ISO: Environmental performance evaluation –

Green debt instruments

Users will find the distribution based in the 

framework used by the issuer.



00. Home screen and 

dashboard

00
Identifying the components of the 

front page

Action required: browsing

Getting to know the platform

This part of the home screen shows the list of the issuances that are on the platform. The platform is a voluntary environment where issuers can

enter all publicly available information about their emissions free of charge. The platform does not insert emissions data, the commitment to

transparency is of the issuer itself. If there are issues that are not published yet, please contact the issuer and the GBTP team for a

recommendation: support@greenbondtransparency.com

Tag for bonds issued less than 18 months ago

Extensive list of bonds 

published on the 

platform. 

A list with filters for 

finding more easily the 

bonds is presented 

ahead

Bonds issued less than 

12-18 months ago often 

do not have allocations 

or impact report 

available. These bonds 

often report in the 

platform the general 

data and will update the 

date in the forthcoming 

months



Bond can be searched in this field by the name of the issues, the issuers or any key word. The GBTP will return all occurrences in the list

below. The system's response may take a few seconds, as it scans the entire base and brings up the selected results.

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Search bonds

Action required: Make a search

Bonds on the platform

Search bond of interest using key 

words, ISIN code, FIGI code. Etc.

This section shows all 

the bonds available in 

the platform listed 

below and contains the 

filters to find them 

based on specific 

characteristics



You can use the available filters for your search. The platform is organized to allow a fast and consistent search, with an unbeatable amount of

information. Browse with the filters according to specific interest. Add more than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the

filters to add them and click over the options selected to remove them.

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Getting to know the GBTP filtersBonds on the platform

Filter options

Action required: know the 

filters



Search by country

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Using the filtersBonds on the platform

Country of jurisdiction 

of the reporting issuer

Issues can be searched by country. These are the countries that are currently present in the platform, which has coverage for all Latin

America and the Caribbean. Add more than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over

the options selected to remove them.

Action required: know the 

filters



Issues can be filtered by the type of project financed with the bond's proceeds, using the existing taxonomies and standards available in the

platform. Click on the taxonomy of interest, then the project category, and finally the specific project type to view the filters. Add more than two

filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over the options selected to remove them.

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Using the filtersBonds on the platform

Projects’ categories 

according to the 

taxonomy selected in 

the option above

Taxonomies available 

in the platform

Specific project types 

included in the 

category selected

Filter by category

Action required: know the 

filters



Add more than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over the options selected to

remove them.

Action required: know the 

filters

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Filter by issuer typeBonds on the platform

Filter by type of issuer



When clicking the indicated text, a list with all registered impact indicators will be displayed. Scroll to select the indicators of interest. Add more

than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over the options selected to remove them.

Action required: click the white

bar in the indicated text and

select indicators

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Filter by indicatorsBonds on the platform

Action required: know the 

filters



Search bonds with an external review verified through a second party opinion, rating or certification. This filter allows to find all bonds with any

kind of verification at any stage (pre-,post-issuance, final report)

Add more than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over the options selected to remove

them.

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Filter by verified bondsBonds on the platform

Action required: click the white

bar in the indicated text and

select indicators

Action required: know the 

filters

Filter bonds with or

without an external

review



Add more than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over the options selected to remove

them.

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Using the filtersBonds on the platform

Action required: click the white

bar in the indicated text and

select indicators

Action required: know the 

filters

Filter by year of issuance

Filter bonds by the 

stock exchange where 

the bond was listed, if 

applicable

Only matured bonds



A bond program is a structure when multiple bonds are used by issuers as funding sources for a group of projects. These bonds may have

different parameters (such as the volume, tranches, markets…) yet their proceeds are accumulated in one “pot“ or fund which is then used to

finance projects. Add more than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over the

options selected to remove them.

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Filter by reporting structureBonds on the platform

Bonds that are part or not of a program

Action required: click the white

bar in the indicated text and

select indicators

Action required: know the 

filters



Add more than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over the options selected to remove

them.

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Filter by bond themeBonds on the platform

Filter by theme of issuance

Action required: click the white

bar in the indicated text and

select indicators

Action required: know the 

filters



01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Active filtersBonds on the platform

The filters selected will appear above the listed bonds. Add more than two filters to see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the

filters to add them and click over the options selected to remove them.

Action required: click the white

bar in the indicated text and

select indicators

Action required: see the active 

filters

Filters selected (active)



Under the filters the most used KPIs corresponding to the filters selected and the aggregated results are displayed. Add more than two filters to

see bonds with specific characteristics. Click the filters to add them and click over the options selected to remove them.

Action required: Summarize 

data based on filters applied 

01. Bonds search and 

filters

01
Results of the applied filtersBonds on the platform

Most used KPIs and 

aggregated results

Percentage of the 

KPI verified by an 

external party



Now let's get down to the details of a Bond. To begin, enter the name of the issuer or bond of interest. Wait for it to load at the bottom, it may

take a few seconds. The search can be done by words or numbers, such as the ISIN code. When the results appear, click on the Bond.

Action required: opening a 

specific Bond

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
Go into details!Inside of a Bond

Click on one of the occurrences

Search here



In this view we get a description of the issuer and its profile. In the example, we searched for the term Klabin and got the two published bonds 

as a result. By clicking on one of them, we get the details of the specific bond. This page shows a consolidation in a specific dashboard of the 

searched issuer.

Action required: search for a 

issuer

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
Issuer profile

Pick one

This map shows the 

location of the 

projects financed by 

the issuer

Inside of a Bond

The issuer name and 

type of organization

The total USD volume 

issued by this 

particular issuer 

through the total 

number of bonds 

issued and published

The total of bonds of 

one issuer with an 

external review



By clicking on a specific bond, all the data published will be displayed as seen above. It is highly recommended for issuers to constantly update

the information, making available as soon as possible all information that is already public.

Action required: opening a 

specific Bond

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
Looking at a specific bond

Bond name and ISIN code

Bond description

Amount disbursed

Issuer name and category

Taxonomies

Aggregated disbursements at the project 

category and sub-category -level

Inside of a Bond

Taxonomies



Disbursements are shown in this view, for the entire period, with updates made at each release of information. By clicking on the + sign, it is

possible to see the specific projects to which the amounts were allocated. All information can also be downloaded for free.

Action required: opening a 

specific Bond

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
Disbursements

All data for the bond can be downloaded

Inside of a Bond

Disbursements made to projects on the period 

of assessment on the currency selected above

Project category and 

subcategory receiving 

disbursements based on 

the standard/taxonomy 

selected above and 

particular projects 

receiving proceeds

Periods of disbursements year-by-year



KPIs are displayed in this view for the entire period, with updates made at each release of information. By clicking on the + sign, it is possible

to see the specific measured for each project reported. All information can also be downloaded for free.

KPIs with measured values are displayed in black-font color, while planned/estimated values are displayed in grey-font color

Action required: opening a 

specific Bond

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
KPIs

All data for the bond can be downloaded

Inside of a Bond

Select the KPI of 

interest to see the 

evolution

Project category and 

subcategory to which the 

project measuring the KPI 

selected belongs to  based on 

the standard/taxonomy 

selected above

Periods of KPI measurement (flexible to issuer report)

hover over the value to see the exact period



The Framework document can be downloaded in this view. All information can also be downloaded for free. The classifiers and indicators

columns are not directly related.

Action required: opening a 

specific Bond

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
Frameworks

Download the Framework PDF file

Inside of a Bond

Classifiers are the project 

categories proposed in 

the framework document 

using a specific 

standard/taxonomy to be 

financed by the issuer

Indicators are the proposed 

indicators to be measured by 

the issuers in the framework



On this page you can see the methodology used to measure some KPIs. This enables comparability and transparency.

Action required: opening a 

specific Bond

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
Looking at the methodologiesInside of a Bond



On this page you can see all blockchains created for a specific bond. Blockchains are crated every time a bond is updated or edited.

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
BlockchainInside of a Bond

Action required: opening a 

specific Bond



All the bond information is available for downloading for free. All allocations and impact metrics measured by the issuer will be available in a

Excel file.

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
Downloading the data

All the data can be downloaded

Inside of a Bond

Action required: explore the 

Bonds on GBTP

Download the general 

data of the bond you 

are visualizing



A bond program is a structure when multiple bonds issued by the same issuer are used as funding sources for a group of projects. These

bonds may have different parameters (such as the volume, currencies, tranches, markets…) yet their proceeds are accumulated in one “pot“

or fund which is then used to finance a series of projects. Thus, the disbursements of the bonds are reported aggregated at the program-level

and not on a one-by-one basis at the bond-level. Therefore, it is not possible to determine how much was disbursed from each bond, instead

the platform shows how much was disbursed from the totality of the program.

Additionally, the impact metrics are measured for the group of projects and are linked to the program itself and not to each individual bond.

Action required: opening a 

bond program

02. Exploring the 

Bonds

02
Looking at a bond program

Bond name and ISIN code

Bond description

Amount disbursed

Issuer name and category

Taxonomies

Inside of a Bond

Taxonomies

Project-by-project disbursements for the 

group of bonds – All bonds will have the 

same information

Program customized code

The USD sum of the 

issuance volume of 

each of the bonds in 

the program

The total volume 

issued in each of the 

issuance-currencies of 

the bonds in the 

program 

The total USD volume 

disbursed to projects 

using the aggregated 

proceeds of the bonds 

in the program.

Individual bonds that are part of the program 

and add-up to the total issuance volume



When you click on a bond to view its page, in the disbursement section is possible to click on the projects’ names to view its specific information.

03. Information at the 

project level

03
Inside of a Project Disbursement details

Action required: explore the 

Bonds on GBTP

Details on next page



When you click on a bond to view its page, in the disbursement section is possible to click on the projects’ names to view its specific

information.

03. Information at the 

project level

03
Inside of a Project Project summary

Project description

Project location

General Project information

Indicates if the project is refinanced

Share (%) that the bond pays of the total value of the project

Action required: explore the 

Bonds on GBTP

Project category 

according to the 

taxonomies available 

in the platform

Project name



Through this menu an investment portfolio can be viewed, organizing the information in one place. This simulates investments to the selected

bonds and estimates the impacts depending on the volume invested. As information is updated by issuers, the portfolio will also be organized

automatically. See on the next page how to put together the portfolio.

04. Portfolio 

organization

04
Your portfolio

Action required: View the 

Portfolio dashboard

Build your portfolio 



Every time a query in Bonds is made an ADD option (see highlight) to add that Bond to the virtual Portfolio is shown. For this step, it is not

necessary to be logged in. A simulated investment can be performed by indicating an intended amount to be invested in the bond.

Action required: Organize your 

Portfolio on GBTP

Click ADD to include to the portfolio

04. Portfolio 

organization

04
Organize your portfolioBuild your portfolio 

Download the general data of the bonds filtered



By clicking ADD, the system will ask to enter a simulated investment in USD. Enter the amount and click on the highlighted button to add it to

the portfolio.

Action required: inform the

amount and add to portfolio

Enter the amount

Click to ADD

04. Portfolio 

organization

04
Organize your portfolioBuild your portfolio 

# of Bonds will be shown here



The resources page has an extensive inventory of material about the GBTP and has a section for exporting all the data currently available in the 

platform for free. Some of the data downloaded contains information regarding the projects financed, all the bonds listed, impacts by year and 

other information that can be aggregated for further internal analysis. Logos to use in your advertising material can be downloaded. For more 

details on the fields included in each file please look at the Index document.

Action required: check the 

available resources

05. Resources and 

public data

05
Everything you needResources & Data

Detailed information 

for free for investment 

analysis or academic 

researches in simple 

cvs files

Excel file explaining 

all the information 

available for download 

in the “GBTP export 

data index”

Bonds: contains the general 

data of the bonds published, 

such as volume issued, maturity, 

issuance date, etc.

Key performance indicators: 

contains detailed information on 

the impact metrics planned and 

measured of the projects 

reported by the bonds

Allocations: contains detailed 

information on the disbursements 

made to each of the projects 

reported by the bonds published 

such as type of projects, amounts 

allocated, amounts disbursed, 

years of disbursement, project 

location etc.

Tranches: contains information 

of the tranches of all the bonds 

issued such as issuance date of 

the tranche, stock exchange, 

volume issued, etc.



ONGOING
SUPPORT

Antonio LOMBARDI
User Support Team LAC

antoniol@greenbondtransparency.com

Valentina MÁRQUEZ
User Support Team LAC

valentinam@greenbondtransparency.com

Alexander VASA
Inter-American Development Bank

alexanderv@iadb.org

Contact us!

Melisa CABO
Communications

melisac@greenbondtransparency.com

Users support Team Communications & IDB Team


